NET+ PAG Meeting Minutes

April 27, 2021

Present: Mark Henderson, Jack Suess, Matt Riley, Kevin Morooney, Sean O’Brien, Jamie Sunderland, Virginia Evans, Michele Norin, Loren Malm, Elaine Alejo,

Absent: Mark Henderson, Michelle Norin

Agenda:

1. Timely Topic and updates from all
2. Adding additional PAG Members-(Sean, Kevin)
   • NET+ Staff nominations
   • Rotating members
   • Size of group- 10-12
3. Cloud Services and NET+ Program Trends (Sean)
   o PowerPoint for background: [NET+ Cloud Services Update for PAG - April 2021](#)
     • Comments- Point solutions slide- folks starting to use teams-Virginia- zoom for meetings is preferred.
     • Moving from box will be a massive project and will need justification to do it, not at the top of the list of things to get done
     • Ties up the team in trying to move things, only a security or privacy issue might be a reason to move

Key Takeaways

- Community engagement is as strong as its been in years
- Cloud marketplace is complicated and where I2 can be clear on our goals both internally and externally it will help our members and community organizations
- NET+ story is a good one but still buried in I2, needs to be discussed more throughout the company

Next Meeting: June 29, 2021

Meeting adjourned